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festival / venue

The Festival Adriatico Mediterraneo takes place since 2007 every year at the end of august in Ancona. The festival 
wants to contribute to the depiction of new sceneries of integration and cohesion by establishing a dialogue betwe-
en the countries with a focus in the mediterranean area. Many important Italian and international artists 
have been involved in the festival. The idea is to create a widespread confrontation and cultural exchange to repre-
sent the manifold artistic expressions, but most of all to realize and strengthen networks of cultural cooperation.

about

FESTIVAL ADRIATICO MEDITERRANEO

website
www.adriaticomediterraneo.eu

art director 
Giovanni Seneca
+39 335 81 75 803

contact

email
info@giovanniseneca.it

GIOVANNI SENECA



Alkantara Fest was founded in 2004 in the area of the river Alcantara named by the Arabs ‘Al qantarah’.
The realization of the Alkantara Fest is like an imaginary journey throughout history, nature and different traditions. 
Our aim is to demonstrate how Sicily, such a big melting-pot of styles, influences, races and cultures, can be deeply 
and intimately connected to an ideal thread to each different European popular tradition. 3

festival / venue

about

website
www.alkantarafest.it

art director 
Mario Gulisano
+39 349 51 49 330

contact

email
gulisano.mario@gmail.com

ALKANTARA

ALKATARA

ALKANTARA FEST

WILD MARMALADE  (Australia) WOR (Belgium) 

SANTA TARANTA  (Puglia/Australia) 
FROMSEIER HOCKINGS (Denmark) 
GOLOSA LA ORQUESTA (Chile) 
KEREKES BAND (Hungary) OI DIPNOI (Sicily) 

MARIA KECK & DE COBRE  (Hungary/Spain) 

LOMB (Sicily) SI MULLUMBY (Australia) 
SANGUMIT (Calabria/Sicily/Iran) LE MATRIOSKE (Sicily)

PATUNCHA (Italy) DAVIDE CAMPISI (Sicily)

26 LUGLIO – 5 AUGUST 2018

alkantarafest.it

CATANIA – ZAFFERANA ETNEA – MASCALI – BRONTE – MILO
International folk and world music festival – XIV edition

CONCERTI — YOGA — WORKSHOP — BODY PERCUSSION

DANZA — SPETTACOLI PER BAMBINI — EXCURSIONI ETNA-MARE 

CIBO E VINO… e altro ancora
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ALTOMONTE ROCK FESTIVAL

Altomonte Rock Festival was born in the 90s from an idea of some friends with a great passion for rock music, first 
called Rock Progressiv, has always been able to count on the performances of internationally renowned artists such 
as Anekdoten, PFM and Bronze Ballet. From 2001 to today, the organizers have given birth to twinning with partner 
festivals both in Italy and abroad: the University of Saint Petersburg in Russia, Munich, Frankfurt in Germany, Lille in 
France and, lastly, in series , "Italian Music Festival" in Stuttgart, Germany.-

about

festival / venue

4

website
www.calabriasona.com

referent 
Giuseppe Marasco
+39 333 62 73 044

contact

email
gmarasco@marascocomunicazione.com

CALABRIASONA
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festival / venue

Over 350 artists in 23 years, more than 1000 hours of music, 36 nations invited on stage, 10 collateral stages 
each year. These are the numbers of Ariano Folkfestival, one of the most interesting European events dedicated 
to World Music. In South Italy – in the province of Avellino – just few miles from Naples, on the amazing hills between 
Campania, Puglia and Basilicata, the festival is a stage for the best sounds from all over world and beyond.

about

ARIANO FOLK FEST

website
www.arianofolkfestival.it

art director 
Francesco Fodarella

contact

email
info@arianofolkfestival.it

ARIANO FOLK FESTIVAL
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FESTIVAL AU DESERT

Festival au Désert in Florence is a multicultural music project that since 2010 has created a network for contemporary 
creation among Africa, the Mediterranean and Europe, starting from the collaboration between Festival au Désert in 
Essakane (Mali) and Fondazione Fabbrica Europa. Since then the project has favoured a journey to and from Africa, a 
new Africa that is able to innovate without denying its own story, becoming a “meeting space among cultures” in 
Florence. Artistic director: Maurizio Busìa.

festival / venue

about

website
www.fabbricaeuropa.net

art director 
Maurizio Busia
+39 333 62 73 044

contact

email
maurizio.busia@gmail.com

FABBRICA EUROPA



CAPO FESTIVAL

The event of music, culture, craftsmanship and excellent food and wine of Calabria organized by the Tourism Depart-
ment of the Municipality of Ricadi. The CAPO FESTIVAL is Mediterranean music, unique because the territory in which 
it is held is unique. CAPO VATICANO is one of the most fascinating places in Italy a few steps from Tropea, where the 
famous Red Onion is born and in the territory of Nduja and Pecorino del Monte Poro. A unique sea and an inimitable 
artistic and enogastronomic offer do the rest. Capo Festival flavors, sounds and rhythms of the Mediterranean.

about

festival / venue
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website
www.calabriasona.com

referent 
Giuseppe Marasco
+39 333 62 73 044

contact

email
gmarasco@marascocomunicazione.com

CALABRIASONA
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festival / venue

This is the first Carnival of the Pollino (today of Castrovillari) as well as International Folklore Festival, which dates 
back to 1959. Over the years it has grown to be counted among the 10 most important in Italy: the winning proposal, 
so as to have reached 60 ° edition, was to combine masks and folklore, a winning combination of enormous popular 
participation that still characterize it. In the last two years, the Carnival has also taken advantage of the artistic 
collaboration of the Calabria Sona network.

about

CARNEVALE DEL POLLINO

website
www.calabriasona.com

referent 
Giuseppe Marasco
+39 333 62 73 044

contact

email
gmarasco@marascocomunicazione.com

CALABRIASONA



website
www.calabriasona.com

referent 
Giuseppe Marasco
+39 333 62 73 044

contact

email
gmarasco@marascocomunicazione.com

CALABRIASONA

9

festival / venue

Le Castella Tarantella Week is an event that, among music, songs, entertainment, concerts, internships, courses and 
many afternoon events brings popular culture in one of the most beautiful tourist contexts in Italy. In the shadow of 
the Aragonese Castle, the winning formula is to combine the great tourist attraction of Le Castella with many events 
that promote and enhance our popular culture, 5 days that open the tourist season focusing on intangible resources 
such as our tradition, the our music and our culture. Appointment at June.

about

LE CASTELLA TARANTELLA WEEK



Everything starts from an instrument: the diatonic accordion that in Calabria represents the prince of musical instru-
ments. The artistic director is the maestro Antonio Grosso is now a point of reference in Italy. The idea of the Diatonic 
Festival is to create a lasting festival / master class over the years. A reference point that can combine study, growth 
and practice with an event in which to listen and interact with internationally renowned masters, but also to try their 
hand at popular Calabrian music. We have also thought for a moment that it is an attraction for tourist flows and for 
the families of the participants.

about

DIATONIC FESTIVAL

festival / venue

10

website
www.calabriasona.com

referent 
Giuseppe Marasco
+39 333 62 73 044

contact

email
gmarasco@marascocomunicazione.com

CALABRIASONA



Ethnos Festival, born in 1995, promotes arts and cultures from all over the world in the gulf of Napoli through 
concerts, naturalistici itinieraries, guided tours, stage and conventions. Ethnos is internationally well known : many 
famous artists joined it: Miriam Makeba, Mercedes Sosa, Khaled, Dulce Pontes, Buena Vista Social Club, Gilberto Gil, 
The Cheftains, Rokia Traorè, Bombino and many others. Ethnos festival also developed special programs for schools, 
the Premio Ethnos and artistic multidisciplinary actions and It has thousands of people following it. 11

festival / venue

about

ETHNOS FESTIVAL

website
www.festivalethnos.it

art director 
Gigi Di Luca
+39 3355269754

contact

email
direzioneartistica@labazzarra.com

ETHNOS FESTIVAL



website
www.florencefolksfestival.it

art director 
Riccardo Zammarchi

contact

email
riccardozammarchi@lascenamuta.com

LA SCENA MUTA

FLORENCE FOLKS FESTIVAL

Florence Folks Festival is a urban and popular music festival in Tuscany.
Where tradition and modernity coexist.
It is very important for us to mix a local and international dimension through music, food and conviviality.
The festival is organized by La Scena Muta. 12

festival / venue

about



Musicastrada Festival is an itinerant event focused on music, photography and territory promotion based in Tuscany 
(Italy), usually from the half of July to the Half of August. Concerts are free of charge and scheduled with both inter-
national artists coming from all over the world and local groups. From small intimate squares to bigger ones, the 
audience may vary from 100 to 800 hundred each night. At the Musicastrada you can find the true mood of Tuscany 
and his world-famous landscapes, where time seems to stand still.

about

MUSICASTRADA
festival / venue

13

website
www.musicastrada.it/en/

art director 
Davide Mancini

contact

email
booking@musicastrada.it

MUSICASTRADA

musicastrada-festival-en/
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festival / venue

Starting in 1990 in the town of Olbia under the direction of the historical sardinian WorldMusic band Cordas et 
Cannas, the Festival soon began to be known abroad, hosting in 30 years some of the best acts from the internatio-
nal scene such as Kilema and Justin Vali from Madagascar or Shooglenifty from Scotalnd, besides the best bands 
from Italy and Sardinia. For the last two years the Festival had a preview in the summertime in San Teodoro (OT), but 
the main programme takes place across between Christmas and the end of the year.

about

MUSICULTURA WORLD FEST
MUSICULTURA

WORLD FEST

referent 
Gianluca Dessì

contact

email
kappagld@yahoo.it

MUSICULTURA
WORLD FEST



PALEARIZA FESTIVAL

The Paleariza Festival characterizes the Southern Greek summer of Calabria. Born in 1997 by the will of the GAL Area 
Grecanica, over the years it has increased the artistic and cultural profile, the turnout of the public, the involvement 
of the population and the Municipalities, becoming a Festival of national scope, oriented to the innovation of musical 
heritage, tool for the promotion of a magnificent territory. The Paleariza Festival received from the Ministry of Touri-
sm as a "Heritage of Italy" brand. The artistic director is Ciccio Nucera.

about

festival / venue

15

website
www.calabriasona.com

referent 
Giuseppe Marasco
+39 333 62 73 044

contact

email
gmarasco@marascocomunicazione.com

CALABRIASONA



FESTIVAL POPOLARE ITALIANO

Directed by Stefano Saletti The "Italian Folk Festival - Songs, strings, bellows and brass" takes place at the Teatro Villa 
Pamphilj in Rome. The festival introduces the variety of sounds, instruments and styles that have always characteri-
zed folk, ethnic and world music. Sounds and stories those represent a heritage to be handed down and rediscovered 
not to lose the musical memory, the true identifying element of a community. During the various editions some of the 
most important artists of the Italian scene performed.

about

festival / venue

16

FESTIVAL
POPOLARE ITALIANO

art director 
Stefano Saletti
+39 335 71 69 140

contact

email
stefanosaletti@gmail.com

STEFANO SALETTI



The Manente Grand Prix has become a regular event for southern Italy. A unique award, it combines musical groups 
and directors united by a passion for art and songwriting and folk-pop culture. You participate through a song and 
a video clip and the jury is composed of important figures of art and culture. Now in its 8th edition, the award inclu-
des 3 moments (festival, training, internship, contest on the popular culture of the south) in different locations Santa 
Severina, Verzino and Crucoli all in the province of Crotone (Calabria). August period. 17

festival / venue

about

PREMIO MANENTE

website
www.calabriasona.com

referent 
Giuseppe Marasco
+39 333 62 73 044

contact

email
gmarasco@marascocomunicazione.com

CALABRIASONA
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festival / venue

Quarrata Folk Festival, three days of world music with the best Italian and international artists, folk dancing, 
workshops, guided visits, excursions, food & wine, in the magnificent setting of the Villa Medicea La Magia, 
UNESCO World Heritage Site, situated in Quarrata (PISTOIA) in the heart of Tuscany. 

about

art director 
Riccardo Tesi 
+39 338 53 68 142

contact

email
rictesi@tin.it

QUARRATA FOLK FEST

QUARRATA FOLK FESTIVAL QUARRATA
FOLK FESTIVAL



art director 
Stefano Saletti

contact

email
stefanosaletti@gmail.com

SUONI NEL MARE

"Sounds in the sea" takes place at the evocative Fortezza Vecchia in the Port of Livorno. Based on the idea that Port 
has to be an open space to the meeting of the music and the cultures of the Mediterranean, it finds the ideal position 
in Livorno thanks to the city’s tradition of multi-ethnicity. The artistic director is musician Stefano Saletti, working 
for many years to valorize the Mediterranean traditions. "Suoni nel mare" is produced in collaboration with Musica-
strada Festival, the Port System Authority of the Northern Tyrrhenian Sea and the City of Livorno. 19

festival / venue

about

FESTIVAL SUONI NEL MARE

ore 21.45 ingresso gratuito9.45 p.m. free entry
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SUONI MOBILI since 2010. The Milan, Monza & Lecco region are bursting with music on the go. When Suoni Mobili 
starts so does Summer, a season in which music fills the air and the landscape. Summer is a season for stumbling upon 
a CONCERT  simply by taking a walk, returning from work or opening your windows. It is a form of art which is a gift 
to everybody, just like the warm July sun or the aroma of Jasmine. Hear the music but also Feel the happiness of more 
than 40 concerts along with more than 18.000 people.

about

SUONI MOBILI
SUONI MOBILIfestival / venue

20

website
www.suonimobili.it

art director 
Saul Beretta
+39 339 52 18 777

contact

email
saul@musicamorfosi.it

MUSICAMORFOSI



TARANTA E DINTORNI

Folk dances and free tarantella courses for locals,and tourists. And then music, art exhibitions, ancient creations 
of craftsmen and a special area reserved for historical-cultural information of the City of Squillace with the possibility 
to visit the main historical sites. That's why Taranta and Dintorni is one of the most original kermis of our land: the 
alleys adjacent to the imposing Norman Castle repopulate a place with its great history. Ancient culture and art 
rediscovered with an artistic cast among the best in Calabria.

about

festival / venue

21

website
www.calabriasona.com

referent 
Giuseppe Marasco
+39 333 62 73 044

contact

email
gmarasco@marascocomunicazione.com

CALABRIASONA



CA MUSICA

22

agencies

CA-MUSICA - Pushing The Boundaries
We are a Talent Music Agency committed to advising in artist development, management, booking, tour production, 
event management and teaching to build up the best music talents; and guide the entrepreneurs of Global Music into 
international markets. We are passionate about new Latin American music trends. We have introduced into the 
European territories some of the most exciting bands of Colombia’s vibrant music scene.

about

website
www.ca-musica.com

agent 
Consuelo Arbelaez
+39 348 85 32 926

email
consuelo@ca-musica.com

CA MUSICA

contact



website
www.calabriasona.com

referent 
Giuseppe Marasco
+39 333 62 73 044

contact

email
gmarasco@marascocomunicazione.com

CALABRIASONA

Calabria Sona, circuit born in 2012, enhances and promotes the great artists and events "MADE IN CALABRIA". 
An incubator of ideas, initiatives and productions; a constantly evolving operational platform. Today Calabria Sona 
produces, represents and coordinates over 30 artists, 15 festivals and performs a series of activities such as: Calabria 
Sona Music Radio (broadcast on 5 radios from Calabria) Calabria Sona Music Channel 610; Record label and distribu-
tion, in addition to the classic "online" channels Calabria Sona has created a series of sales points throughout the 
territory.

about

23

agencies
CALABRIA SONA



Since 2015, FOLKTRIP promotes Italian popular music and its performers: Bandabardò, Modena City Ramblers, 
Banda Ikona and Gianluca Petrella. In FOLKTRIP today there are: “Traindeville”, duo that mixes India and Balkans with 
Italian folk; / Il Fronte delle Donne / by and with Lucilla Galeazzi (musical show on the role of women during the first 
war) and Alessandro D'Alessandro, innovative organist who directs a big and real band of only accordions and vocals, 
the Orchestra Bottoni.24

agencies

about

website
www.folktrip.org

referent 
Paolo Travelli 
+35 2621297497

contact

email
paolo@folktrip.org

FOLKTRIP

FOLKTRIP

STEFANO SALETTI

ALESSANDRO 
D’ALESSANDRO

ORCHESTRA BOTTONI



Graf is a service company for music and its world. It was born in 2004.
Graf offers its customers (event planners, promoters, producers, artists) the following services: consulting and supply 
of branded printed equipment, events productions, digital and offset printing on all types of media, customizations, 
typography, music recording, cd printing, vinyl printing, physical distribution on Italian territory, digital distribution, 
ideation and manufacturing of gadget and merchandising.
It worked with Napoli Teatro Festival, America's Cup, World Urban Forum.

about

25

agencies
GRAF s.r.l.

GRAF S.R.L.

website
www.edizionigraf.it
referent 
Luciano Chirico
+39 392 83 43 222

contact

email
edizionigraf@gmail.com
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agencies

IICI CONSULTING Co. is a consulting company, providing services necessary to support and incubate different 
typologies of projects and programs in cross-cutting business sectors. The work of IICI Consulting in Egypt and 
around the world as a company involved in  Music and Cultural Field and partnering with several institutions and 
Embassies as the Italian Cultural Center in Cairo and the Embassy of Italy. IICI CONSULTING Co. is providing its 
consultancy and project`s incubation for Non-profit, Private Sector, International and Governmental. 

about

referent 
Eleonora Iannotta
+20 1091590086

contact

email
eleonora@iiciconsulting.com

ICII CONSULTING

ICII CONSULTING

ELEONORA IANNOTTA TRIO

ICII CONSULTING TEAM



website
www.music4you.nu

agent 
Eric van Monckhoven
+39 331 V20 68 969

contact

email
music4you.net@gmail.com

MUSIC 4 YOU

AGRICANTUS LUCA BASSANESE

Music4You is supporting artists in the development of their career. We are working with folk, world, and jazz artists, 
and help them build their capacity, promote their music internationally, find concert dates, and create their ‘niche’. 
We have proven our full commitment to the artists’ cause. More than a business, music is our passion. 27

about

agencies
MUSIC 4 YOU



Musicastrada Booking and Management is an agency for booking and tour organization for Italian and International 
artists and bands. We are based in Tuscany, Italy and we are focused on world, jazz, folk and all that can be called 
“global music”. Our roster is composed by Italian bands with an international mood and musicians from 
all over the world. 28

agencies

about

MUSICASTRADA

website
www.musicastrada.it/en/

referent 
Davide Mancini 

contact

email
booking@musicastrada.it

MUSICASTRADA

home-page-en



Tourbilion starts its activity in January 2009. We focus our skills in management, booking and artist promotion in 
Italy and abroad. Tourbilion organizes also live events and in 2016 starts a new activity as music publisher. 
We represent among others: Dhoad Gypsies of Rajasthan (India), Luisa Cottifogli (Italy), Tenores di Bitti Remunnu ‘e 
Locu (Sardinia, Italy), A.T.A. (Tunisia/Italy), Custódio Castelo (Portugal), Morgane Ji (Réunion Island), Los Pachamama 
(Mexico), Bollywood Masala Orchestra (India), Forró Miór (Br/Pt/It).

about

29

agencies
TOURBILION

DHOAD

TENORES DI BITTI

MORGAN JI

website
www.tourbilion.com

referent
Bianca Amaducci
+39 335 84 10 833

contact

email
info@tourbilion.com

TOURBILION
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Agualoca is a Napoli based record label whose main aim is to promote new musical realities driven by singularity 
and eclecticism. Junction of seemingly incompatible sounds, that nevertheless find a challenging balance through 
the ability of catching the spirit faraway cultures have in common. Always looking towards remote latitudes, 
Agualoca passes through and lets itself be contaminated by any sonority expressing the unrest of contemporary 
world, from indie rock to psychedelic, from electronic to chamber music, from jazz up to folk dances.

about

AGUALOCA RECORDS
labels

VESEVO

website
www.agualocarecords.com 

agent 
Davide Mastropaolo 
+39 334 8366202

contact

email
info@agualocarecords.com

AGUALOCA RECORDS

FANFARA STATION



Full Heads is an independent Italian label that works looking from heart of Naples' historic center to the world. Full 
Heads loves new and innovative music. It goes towards World Music, going from Rock to Folk, passing through 
songwriters’ melodies and �ows of Hip-Hop. With the skills of its music professionals, Full Heads accompanies the artist 
in the stages of his musical project to achieve the best result without losing sight of sustainability.Full Heads puts head 
at the service of heart, professionalism at the service of passion. 31

labels

about

FULL HEADS

TOMMASO PRIMO
I FOJA LA MASCHERA

website
www.fullheads.it
referent 
Luciano Chirico
+39 392 83 43 222

contact

email
fullheadsdigital@gmail.com

FULL HEADS
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Visage is a record label , managed by Claudio Carboni e Riccardo Tesi, focused on world music in its broadest sense. 
Musical proposals that are open to jazz, songwriting, rock etc can find a home within, while maintaining a
bond Of filiation with the traditional matrix.
Our main productions : Bella Ciao, Riccardo Tesi & Banditaliana , Accordion Samurai, Duo Bottasso, Luisa Cottifogli, 
Maurizio Geri , Elias Nardi, Massimo Donno….

about

VISAGE
labels

BELLA CIAO

website
www.visagemusic.it

agent 
Claudio Carboni 
+39 335 66 19 638

contact

email
info@claudiocarboni.com

VISAGE

BANDITALIANA



Highly respected by the Italian music scene with over 90,000 contacts every month, Blogfoolk is a online magazine 
dedicated to world music, with bites of jazz and songwriting. Our definition of world music includes traditional and 
contemporary folk music from the whole planet, as well as cross-cultural. Blogfoolk comes out weekly featuring CD 
and book reviews, in depth articles and scientific essays, interviews and live reports. Editorial team members are 
supported by an Editorial Advisory Panel of well-known academics in ethnomusicology and cultural anthropology. 

about

media
BLOGFOOLK

33

BPM CONCERTI

website
www.blogfoolk.com

agent 
Ciro De Rosa

contact

email
blogfoolk@gmail.com

BLOGFOLK



A.T.A. is a meeting of sounds and people. 
Taking the Sufi mysticism of Houcine Ataa’s songs as a starting point and adding the contribution of  harmonies 
and the different musical experiences of each musician. The notes of a jazz piano create the path through which 
time freezing verses and words resound; the double bass converses with and relies on rhythms and timbres from 
the Arab musical world, thus giving life to an acoustic experience that defies description granting ecstasy. 
In February 2018 their first album was released worldwide by Odradek Records. 34

artists

about

A.T.A.
ACOUSTIC TARAB ALCHEMY

website
www.tourbilion.com
referent
Bianca Amaducci
+39 335 84 10 833

contact

email
info@tourbilion.com

TOURBILION

BOOKING AGENCY



contact

MUSIC 4 YOU

website
www.agricantusofficial.com
referent 
Eric van Monckhoven
+39 331 20 68 969
email
music4you.net@gmail.com

In the 1980s, the music industry discovered that southern Italy had some wonderful productions to offer the 
world. On the list, the Sicilian band Agricantus had a special place. Through three decades, these “transglobal 
music explorers” have been melding the future with the past, and producing bold albums like Tuareg (1996), the 
Best of Agricantus (1999), or Ethnosphere (2001). 35

artists

about

AGRICANTUS

BOOKING AGENCY
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artists

Emanuele Ammendola was born in Neaples he took his degree in double bass at Conservaory of Music “San Pietro 
a Maiella” in Neaples. While he was studying classical music he cultivated his passion for Mediterranean World 
music, Jazz and singing.
Today he play two shows, one is a very nice and elegant solist show for double bass, voice and fx, the other one is 
a concert with the band. He recorded two album: “Dalla Terra dei fuochi” and “Migrà” a concept album on migration. 
The second one sounds acoustic and mediterranean, he classified in very important italian awards.

about

contact

website
www.emanueleammendola.com

referent
Emanuele Ammendola
+39 333 94 93 993

email
emanueleammendola1@gmail.com

EMANUELE
AMMENDOLA



Atse Tewodros Project - Brothers and Sisters in music! Two continent one heart!
A musical journey coordinated by writer and performer Gabriella Ghermandi, the only existing Ethio-italian 
band, several time awarded. The only group that has all the main Ethiopian traditional instruments blended 
with modern instruments. Consists of 8 musician: Gabriella Ghermandi – voice, Fabrizio Puglisi – piano, Misale 
Legesse – Ethiopian traditional drum set, Endris Hassen – masinko, Camilla Missio – bass guitar, Abu Gebre – 
washint, Tommy Ruggero - drums and percussion, Anteneh Teklemariam - acustic and electric kirar.

artists

about

website
www.atsetewodros.org

referent
Gabriella Ghermandi

contact

email
gabriella.ghermandi@gmail.com
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PROJECT
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3 names of southern Italian music accompanied by a unique band. A Sicilian artist with the important surname 
VALENTINA BALISTRERI with her tribute to Rosa Balistreri and not only, a powerful and warm voice that 
accompanies two great Calabrian artists: CICCIO NUCERA interprets the popular tradition of the Grecian area of 
Reggio with its organ he talks about stories and a territory; ANTONIO GROSSO one of the most virtuous organists 
and accordionists who, in addition to offering tradition, ranges in tango, milonga, and Irish music.

about

artists

referent
Giuseppe Marasco
+39 333 62 73 044

BOOKING AGENCY

contact

email
gmarasco@marascocomunicazione.com

CALABRIASONA

BALISTRERI
GROSSO - NUCERA



artists

Banditaliana, one of the most renowned Italian groups on the world music international scene, celebrates its 25 
years of career with a new album and a tour with a significant title “ARGENTO”. A magical fusion of Tuscan traditional 
forms and rites, jazz nuances and songs, a fresh, sunny music with a Mediterranean scent and no boundaries that 
has enchanted audiences of the most important folk festivals across the world.

about

referent
Riccardo Tesi 
+39 338 53 68 142

BOOKING AGENCY

contact

email
rictesi@tin.it

VISAGE

BANDITALIANA
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contact

MUSIC 4 YOU

website
www.lucabassanese-officialsite.it
referent 
Eric van Monckhoven
+39 331 20 68 969
email
music4you.net@gmail.com

With 10 albums under his belt, Luca Bassanese, the ‘Italian Manu Chao’, is a rather unusual character of the Italian 
music scene. Ecologist, social activist and independent artist, Luca grew up listening to Fabrizio de André and the 
international folk singer-songwriters of his youth. Enlivened by the powerful folklore of both sides of the Adriatic, 
he created his own brew. His cocktail of poetry and love stories infused with Italian folk music and Klezmer/Balkan 
hints of brass will put you in a good mood. New album by the end of 2018. 40

artists

about

LUCA
BASSANESE

BOOKING AGENCY
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BELLA CIAO  is historically known as the show that in 1964 marked the beginning of the Italian folk revival.
In 2014, to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of the show, some of the most important Italian folk musicians 
restaged  a new version that was, and continues to be, a huge success throughout Europe 
Today, the songs of BELLA CIAO  not only retain all their expressive power, but they have acquired a new urgency 
in the globalized world for their values of liberty, peace and civil rights.

about

artists BELLA CIAO

referent
Riccardo Tesi 
+39 338 53 68 142

contact

email
rictesi@tin.it

VISAGE

BOOKING AGENCY
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artists

C4 TRIO has revolutionized traditional Venezuelan music through the cuatro, a small four-string guitar, the emble-
matic instrument of Venezuela and joropo music. In the hands of Edward Ramirez, Jorge Glem and Hector Molina, 
the cuatro becomes 12 amazing strings that in synergy with bassist Rodner Padilla, excite any audience. C4 TRIO 
are virtuous, visionary, and vanguardist. Their live performance doesn’t preclude any type of stage or festival or 
even season. There is nothing that C4 TRIO cannot play on the cuatro.

about

website
www.c4trio.com/site/es/inicio/
referent
Consuelo Arbelaez
+39 348 85 32 926
email
consuelo@ca-musica.com

CA MUSICA

contact

C4 TRIO

BOOKING AGENCY



An ensemble that enhances the culture and music of the south, a collective that works for the music "made in 
Calabria" and represents the whole Region, a project where there are many "big" united in a single choral 
expression. Directed by Maestro Checco Pallone we find professionals, identity and folk players, young musicians 
and dancers. Jazz instruments amalgamated with those of popular tradition, Mediterranean rhythms fused with 
tarantella, warm and passionate voices flanked by guitars of all kinds. Overwhelming rhythms, Mediterranean 
sounds, passion of Calabrian music.

about
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artists

contact

referent
Giuseppe Marasco
+39 333 62 73 044
email
gmarasco@marascocomunicazione.com

CALABRIASONA

CALABRIA ORCHESTRA

BOOKING AGENCY



They are considered the most popular act in ethno/world/folk circuit in Sardinia. In 1997 the group took part to 
WOMAD in Reading. After this, Cordas et Cannas started to became well-known into the international circuit, 
touring literally in every corner of the globe. The band is active in Sardinian and European Festival circuit, mostly 
because of their ability to make people dance, mixing traditional instruments (launeddas, button accordion, flutes) 
and a modern rhythm section with a rock/world flavour. A brand new album is now in the pre-production process.44

artists

about

referent
Gianluca Dessì

contact

email
kappagld@yahoo.it

CORDAS ET CANNAS
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Luisa Cottifogli is an artist of the voice: voice to her means singing, transforming sounds, composing, improvising, 
acting and traveling in different cultures, but starting from the culture she belongs to, then drawing  from this palet-
te of colors to “paint” her sound projects. She has been singing early music and a cappella music in Italy and Europe, 
then experimented new vocal styles, contemporary opera, jazz. “Rumì” is a multimedia event, a concert immersed in 
suggestive videos and ancient stories from Romagna. 

artists

about

LUISA
COTTIFOGLI

referent
Bianca Amaducci
+39 335 84 10 83 3

contact

email
info@tourbilion.com

TOURBILION

BOOKING AGENCY
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artists

about

website
www.danise.it

referent
Vincenzo Danise

contact

email
danisescugnizzodeljazz@gmail.com

Danise was born in a difficult Naples' area, where he is still living now. When he was a boy, like many others in the 
same area, he found himself at a crossroad: entering the “system” (as Neapolitans call Camorra) or saving himself. 
His salvation was the piano, discovered when he was 6 years old. He was not yet 15 years old and he was working 
in a yacht club when someone asked him to leave his tray and play the piano to entertain the guests. Among them, 
there also was Roberto De Simone, the great composer and founder of Nuova Compagnia di Canto Popolare.

DANISE



Elva Lutza (Nico Casu and Gianluca Dessì) are back, this time appearing with of one of the great interpreters of 
Catalan music: the singer and actress Ester Formosa. Their previous two albums were acclaimed by critics and 
audience; their music is an unusual mix of tradition, jazz improvisation and art song. With Ester they are just out 
with a record called "Cancionero": songs in Catalan, Sardinian, and Sephardic. The sound, with its odd rhythms, its 
trumpets of folkloric derivation and versatile guitars, is typically Elva Lutza.

47

artists

about

ELVA LUTZA
ESTER FORMOSA

referent
GIanluca Dessì

contact

email
kappagld@yahoo.it



Foja are a Neapolitan rock band. Their albums (‘Na storia nova, Dimane torna ‘o Sole, ’O treno che va) took the 
gruop around Italy for years (prestigious locations as Teatro San Carlo, directed by Franco Dragone - Cirque du 
Soleil and Castel Sant’Elmo in Naples).
Their songs ‘A malia (L’arte della felicità) and A chi appartieni (Cinderella the Cat) were both nominee at 
David di Donatello Award as Best Original Song. In late 2018 they are dropping 2 releases featuring international 
artists (Pauline Croze and La Pegatina) and are going on an European tour.48

artists

about

referent
Luciano Chirico
+39 392 83 43 222

contact

email
fullheadsdigital@gmail.com

FULL HEADS

FOJA

BOOKING AGENCY



Ugo Gangheri was born in Naples on 10/28/58. He has three albums of Mediterranean-sounding and Neapolitan 
language, and about twenty years of compositions written for Italian theater and for documentary-film soun-
dtracks. His musical references range from Brazilian music to Joe Strummer, from Nick Drake to African music all, 
from Robert Wyatt to Macedonian music. His curiosity led him to take an interest in world music for many years. 
He is currently in the recording studio to close his first record of instrumental pieces. 49

artists

about

website
www.ugogangheri.com

referent
Ugo Gangheri

contact

email
ugangheri@gmail.com

UGO GANGHERI



“Grace in Town” is a musical project of original songs composed by the drummer and singer Fabrizio Sferra and 
singer and lyricist Costanza Alegiani and produced by Parco della Musica Records and Jando Music. ‘Grace in Town’ 
builds on the heritage of Anglo Saxon progressive rock and sophisticated pop, by blending this with the modern 
sound of electronics. It’s a choral music, with its strong emotional and evocative impression, performed by an extra-
ordinary band of creative musicians, established players of the contemporary jazz scene.50

artists

about

contact

website
www.graceintown.com

referent
Jando Music 
+39 348 39 36 974

email
giando@jandomusic.com

GRACE IN TOWN



A male guitar and a female ukulele. Ilaria Graziano & Francesco Forni propose a show made of folk, blues and dolce 
vita. An amazing duo singing in English, French, Spanish and surely, their own native language, Italian. 
Their performance is a fascinating travel, across Mexico and Texas, mixing easily blues, folk, Argentinian Tango and 
Neapolitan songs.

artists

about

referent
Davide Mancini

contact

email
booking@musicastrada.it

MUSICASTRADA

ILARIA GRAZIANO
FRANCESCO FORNI
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BOOKING AGENCY



Yehya Khalil creates a technique where he combines multiple rhythms simultaneously all tied together in one 
harmonious fashion. This technique in addition to his combination of western instruments applied to new Egyptian 
melodies almost immediately caught the imagination of the young crowd, serious jazz, and rock fans, and Cairo's 
modern music lovers. Yehya has played with many Giants of JAZZ, Rock, Soul, Country, Rhythm & Blues in the USA 
and he was featured at the Opening concerts of the New Cairo Opera House with the great Dizzy Gillespie.52

artists

about

referent
Eleonora Iannotta
+20 1091590086

contact

email
eleonora@iiciconsulting.com

IICI CONSULTING

YEHYA KHALIL

BOOKING AGENCY



Lame da Barba is an instrumental project that mixes tarantella, valzer and traditional sounds of Italy with music of 
cultures all around Mediterranean Sea, with original compositions. The band is made up of mandolin, guitar, clarinet 
or saxophone, doublebass and frame drums. Melody and hypnotic rhythms are the tipical skills of their live music, 
perfectly mixing music for listening with dancing beat. The band published two albums. In 2018 they won the presti-
gious award "Premio Città di Loano", as best music proposal with their second album, 'La Muta Vita'.

artists

about

website
www.lamedabarbamusic.com   

referent
Francesco Paolino

contact

email
francescopaolino@autoproduzioni.net

LAME DA BARBA
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’O vicolo ‘e l’alleria (November 2014) tooks La Maschera in neapolitan music scene as one of  the most interesting 
independent bands. La Maschera could be fully placed in the “World music” genre. Confirming their attitude 
towards stylistic contamination, La Maschera meets the Senegalese musician Laye Ba: their meeting leads to the 
composition of two songs and many performances together. After their Senegalese tour, in November 2017, their 
second album, entitled "ParcoSofia", was released. 
In late 2018 their tour lead them to perform in Portugal and Canada.

artists

about

contact

referent
Luciano Chirico
+39 392 83 43 222

email
fullheadsdigital@gmail.com

FULL HEADS

LA MASCHERA

BOOKING AGENCY



This particular encounter of EleonoraBand, Ali Khattab, Armando Bertozzi & Hossam Dirar gave birth to a magnetic 
mix of African, oriental, Mediterranean & Latin sounds and colors. The energy of Eleonora with her Mediterranean& 
Latin jazz project mixed with the Arab-Oriental and  Gypsy-Andalusian, flamenco of Ali Khattab is perfectly melting 
with the polyrhythmic touch of Armando Bertozzi. Their sounds are accompanied by the delicate and extemporary 
art of Hossam Dirar. They are guiding the audience towards a spiritual trip made of sounds and colors. 55

artists

referent
Eleonora Iannotta

+20 1091590086

contact

email
eleonora@iiciconsulting.com

IICI CONSULTINGabout

MEZCLA DE
SONIDOS PROJECT

BOOKING AGENCY



GAIA MOBILIJ is a musician and singersongwriter but also an international  musical project. She explored the music 
of various traditions (Roumanian gypsy,southern italian, latinoamerican and Hindustani). Her show is actually 
based mostly on her original music and songs which is a cocktail of all her musical influences. Her passion will take 
the audience to dance and dream in a coloured , passionate and wondefurl world! She performed in many places 
of the world ( Womex USA, SWSX, New York Gypsy festival and in Mexico, Canada, India, Palestine and Turkey).56

artists

about

website
www.gaiamobilij.com
referent
Gaia Mobilij
+39 347 35 20 507

contact

email
gaiamobilij@gmail.com

GAIA MOBILIJ



MONTOYA is one of the most promising profiles into the new era of global electronic music. He features deep tropical 
sounds with very contemporary influences. This Colombian violinist and composer, who moved a long time ago to 
Italy, has put together his academic path with electronic research. He started developing his projects at Fabbrica, the 
Benetton Group Creative Research Center, and performing them live in locations ranging from Palazzo Bomben in 
Treviso, MAXXI Museum in Rome up to SONAR Colombia. His new album will be released by ZZK Records.

artists

about

referent
Consuelo Arbelaez
+39 348 85 32 926
email
consuelo@ca-musica.com

CA MUSICA

MONOTOYA

contact
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BOOKING AGENCY
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Alessandro d'Alessandro is interpreter of rare maturity that redraws, in every concert, the boundaries for his musi-
cal instruments. Between his hands, the organ opens on jazz, rock, reggae and electronics.
The Orchestra Bottoni directed by D'Alessandro, is considered one of the most innovative groups of Italian 
world-music. It is an unusual ensemble accordions that with a bass organ, the rhythmic contribution of percussions 
or drums, and the voice of Antonella Costanzo, creating a unique live performance that ranges from the classic to 
the contemporary.

ORCHESTRA BOTTONIartists

about

referent 
Paolo Travelli
+35 2621297497

contact

email
paolo@folktrip.org

FOLKTRIP

BOOKING AGENCY



Rebis were born in Genoa: a city of sailors, poets and songwriters. In their music you can feel the lights and shadows 
of this Italian port, suspended between the sea and the mountains, amidst southern Europe and northern Africa. 
Languages in their songs (Italian, Genoese, Arabic and French) build "emotional bridges" between the shores of the 
Mediterranean. In 2017 they receive the award for best lyrics at the Andrea Parodi Award in Cagliari, with the song 
"Look for me in the sea" and, in 2015, they receive the Lineatrad Award "for being able to renew the Genoese 
songwriting tradition, leaving the classical patterns for a solar propose of Mediterranean beauty".

artists

about

website
www.rebisofficial.it

referent
Alessandra Ravizza

contact

email
info@rebisofficial.it

REBIS
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A multi-instrumentalist, expert in Mediterranean music, Stefano Saletti is the founder of the Banda Ikona. They 
sing in Sabir, a lingua franca used by sailors, pirates, fishermen, merchants in Mediterranean ports to communicate 
with one another; a form of sea-faring “Esperanto” developed availing of terms from Spanish, Italian, French and 
Arabic. Their last cd "Soundcity" has reached the top ten of World Music Charts Europe (4th) and the Transglobal 
World Music Charts. A fascinating journey between the sounds and cultures of the Mediterranean sea. 

artists

about

referent
Stefano Saletti

contact

email
info@piccolabandaikona.it

STEFANO SALETTI
E BANDA IKONA
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Dj UèCervone, Dario Cervo, is a mathematician. At the beginning of the 90s he began to select worldbeat and 
electrofolk music. Its sound comes from a long journey that touches deep into all the continents. Two Dj sets 
available. Sangennarobar DJ set bring the traditional music of many populations on the dancefloor: from intact folk  
to technological and digital aspects of “urban realities” worldbeat music. WorldbeatIT DJ set includes songs perfor-
med by “italian school” worldbeat musicians, and “italian popular music” performed by international artists.

artists

about

referent
Dario Cervo

contact

email
sangennarobar@icloud.com

website
www.sangennarobar.it

SANGENNAROBAR



Emblematic of the new generation of artists who have taken up the torch of burning Maloya, Native of Reunion 
Saodaj’ place their crystal clear voice and the impetuous ternary islander rhythm in the great concert of globalized 
music. Nourished by Southern, West Africa and European influences, this young traveller quintet puzzling 
by the maturity of their acoustic fusion, both faithful to their history and ancestors and definitely open 
to hybridizations. Saodaj’s rhythms and melodies make people dance as in a state of hypnotic trance.

artists

about

referent
Davide Mancini

contact

email
booking@musicastrada.it

MUSICASTRADA

SAODAJ’
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Giovanni Seneca is an italian guitarist and composer born in Naples in 1967. He performs his own compositions inspi-
red by popular music and arrangements of mediterranian songs. He gives concerts in different countries from guitar 
solo to the complete band with 5 musicians. He has published 6 records with his own compositions. 
Classical guitar professor in Gioacchino Rossini conservatory in Pesaro, Giovanni is also the artistic director  of  the 
Adriatico Mediterraneo Festival (www.adriaticomediterraneo.eu). 63

artists

about

GIOVANNI
SENECA

website
www.giovanniseneca.it 
referent
Giovanni Seneca
+39 335 81 75 803

contact

email
info@giovanniseneca.it



Italian, Spanish, English, Balkan languages, French: the many languages of the cosmopolitan pop-folk of 
Traindeville. On stage, the voice and accordion of Ludovica Valori are imposed, but are nurtured by the sure rhythm 
of Paolo Camerini, creator of great experiences with double bass, acoustic bass, percussions, loops and other electro-
nic alchemies.
The Traindeville, in the shape of narrative song, recount the cardinal experience of the journey, surviving in the 
stories of emigrants from the past and the present, made of courage, effort and expectation.64

artists

about

referent
Paolo Travelli
+35 2621297497

contact

email
paolo@folktrip.org

FOLKTRIP

TRAINDEVILLE

BOOKING AGENCY
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MUSICONNECT ITALY

ARTWORK: ANNA EVANGELISTA


